The swift and profound global changes that we are going through have led to the creation of a strategic and development studies area, adding to IMVF regular activities of a new think tank analysis dimension focusing on the main constraints that Development and Cooperation have to face. Therefore, several studies and research papers/briefs have been published, alongside with working in partnership with different stakeholders that have led to our participation as a founding member of the Lisbon Conferences in 2013 and of the Lisbon Club in 2016.

**RECENT ACTIVITIES**

3rd meeting of the Lisbon Conferences “Development in an Age of Uncertainty”, May 2018 – collaboration in the preparation and implementation, as well as in the conference book editing

**PORTUGAL**  
**2017 – 2018**

Collaboration in the preparation and implementation of the 3rd Summer Seminar “Global Challenges”, as a result of a Protocol with ISCTE-IUL and “under the banner of the Lisbon Conferences”

**PORTUGAL**  
**2017**

Participation in the “Clube de Lisboa” activities – implementation and editing of 2 Lisbon Talks, among other activities

**PORTUGAL**  
**2017**

Drafting of one article for publishing in an international scientific magazine and collaborative editing of a special number of the Journal “Cadernos de Estudos Africanos” from ISCTE-IUL - accomplishment of the signed Protocol with the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation and the Camões, IP in 2015

**PORTUGAL**  
**2015 – 2017**

2nd meeting of the Lisbon Conferences on “The Globalisation of Development”, May 2016 – collaboration in the preparation and implementation, as well as in the conference book editing

**PORTUGAL**  
**2015 – 2017**

Drafting and online editing of Studies, Policy Papers, Debate Papers and Briefs on Development and Cooperation

**PORTUGAL**  
**2013 – 2017**
Collaboration in the preparation and implementation of the 2nd Summer Seminar “Global Challenges” PORTUGAL 2016


Collaboration in the preparation and implementation of the 1st Summer Seminar “Global Challenges” PORTUGAL 2015

Collaboration in the preparation and implementation of the 1st meeting of the Lisbon Conferences, December 2014, on “Development”, as well as in the conference book editing PORTUGAL 2013 – 2015

“Development, Cooperation and Europe – Africa relations” – preparation and implementation of the project in partnership with Camões, IP and ECDPM PORTUGAL 2013 – 2015